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Introduction

Walt Disney’s 1950s animated features share a mutual desire to both illustrate and locate the past through various visual cues referencing specific
bygone time periods in specific geographical milieus. From simplistic
Cinderella (1950) to imaginative Alice in Wonderland (1951), vivid Peter
Pan (1953), wistful Lady and the Tramp (1955) and extremely elaborate
Sleeping Beauty (1959) all depicted a quasi-historical, detailed setting
designed with creative modern esthetics. The notion of pastness was especially celebrated through a then-novel visual style in Disney animation,
which concentrated on the overwhelming presence and the discernible visual presentation of the features’ backgrounds, establishing a sophisticated
and exquisite mise-en-scene. In fact, the prominent backgrounds and set
designs have later developed into a staple feature defining Disney’s 1950s
feature film characteristics (Finch 1975, 117, 120; Grant 1987, 232;
Kothenschulte 2016, 507).
To analyze these films is to evaluate their layers of time: the historical
time they aim to portray and the 1950s contemporary context of their publication. The idea of layers is not only theoretical or thematical, but also
technical. As an art form, traditional hand drawn animation itself consists
of layers: the characters are placed on a certain background, both of which
function together but at different narrative levels. At the Disney studios,
the scenes were filmed with a multiplane camera, in which the elements of
background and characters were separated to different, movable planes and
then photographed from above to create and control a sense of depth
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(Maclean 2011, 70). However, there are multiple sources implying that with
the 1950s animated features harmonizing the characters with the backgrounds proved unconventionally challenging (Canemaker 2014, 26; Ghez
2018, 65; Amidi 2006, 159; Kothenschulte 2016, 507). I present that this
technical inconveniency, though esthetic by nature, was also a result of a
narrative ambition to pair the overtly historical backgrounds with substantially contemporary characters, whose modernity was revealed through their
actions within and in relation to these environments. Consequently, while I
acknowledge that the concept of history as an artistic narrative device can
be availed for ideological purposes (Stephens 1992, 202), at the same time I
propose, that these films themselves can function as a channel revealing
their cultural environment’s underlying contemporary aims and insecurities, particularly through their usage of history as a narrative device combined with modern sentiments, represented in the synchronized
presentation of the backgrounds and the characters.
In this article, I will thus adopt a contextualizing historical approach to
investigate, how these dualistic depictions of spatiality represent contemporary domesticity and familial life, when assessed alongside the socio-political and cultural changes of the 1950s United States of America. The
postwar US history is that of the families: the new nuclear unit, singleearner families of white-collar men and housewives, baby boom and suburban dreams. However, “the turn toward families was in many cases more a
defensive move than a purely affirmative act” (Coontz 2016, 36), prompted
by the ominous Cold War atmosphere. According to Sammond (2005,
196), the cultural and familial changes caused the educated middle class to
root its sentiments toward the romanticized past of pre-war and predepression era. Within these circumstances a historical – or more precisely
– a historicized framework became a popular and important mode to establish an invigorating, self-aware connection to one’s heritage and cultural
tradition: this context was to conflate the new family values with history
and thus justify their existence. Namely, as the postwar US politics emphasized well-organized domesticity as principal means for building a better
future for the nation (Sammond 2005, 193, 195), the significance of the
domestic surroundings was soon prompted, localized and inflated in fiction
through historicized settings, such as the backgrounds of the aforementioned Disney features. Hence, I advance to argue that these animated features’ dualistic depictions reflect the development of the postwar
understanding and reinvention of American family and home. As we shall
observe, the historical locales illustrated in these films are essentially
domestic, and their inhabitants are most concerned with familial issues,
such as biological inheritance.
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Importantly, this domestic history is necessarily gendered. The novel
domestic space (single-family houses) was virtually hierarchical, guided by
the new desired social values of its family members, the father as the
household’s responsible administrator. In Foucauldian words, this history
of spaces was at the same time history of powers. Because of this, in my
analysis I will focus on depictions of masculinity, manhood and paternity
in relation to domesticity, for these films have been already assessed
numerous times for their ways of illustrating femininity and womanhood
(see for instance Pugh and Aronstein 2012). In addition, though the postwar US politics have been criticized for their persistence to favor singleearner families (earner as the man in the house), thus depriving women of
their possibilities of building a career, there has been relatively little
research about the pressure and trouble these domesticized politics set on
men and especially fathers, and how this anxiety and expectations set on
men were adapted in cinema (Coontz 2016, 28; Bruzzi 2005, viii).
A New Environment, a Novel Family

Initially, the 1950s can be described as a prosperous decade of newfound
affluence. Job security strengthened, and whilst a government policy
encouraged the so-called “family wage” for men, the economic situation
also made housing more affordable for a single-earner family (Byars 1991,
79). Thus, a new symbol of middle-class well-being, the domestic sphere of
a single-family home was established. Eighty-five percent of these new
homes were built in the emerging suburbs, soon to become the majority
form of American housing (Kimmel 1997, 236). The birth rate increased,
and women began to marry and have children earlier (Coontz 2016, 27).
Accordingly, domestic-related mass consumer spending evolved rapidly: for
instance, “purchases of household furnishings and appliances climbed 240
percent” (Coontz 2016, 25). The majority of mass media advertisements
were oriented toward the suburban family and their home, portrayed as a
happy emblem of modern utopia. Various headlines and images inflated
the decade with ideal visions that determined what a wealthy middle-class
family should obtain and present outward in order to define itself as successfully “normal” (Kimmel 1997, 236; Sammond 2005, 193). For instance,
“public images of Hollywood stars were consciously reworked to show their
commitment to marriage and stability” (Coontz 2016, 28). Above all,
acceptance of domesticity was a positive indicator of “middle-class status
and upward mobility” (Coontz 2016, 29).
The term “nuclear family” had become popular amongst sociologists in
the late 1940s. Though essentially embodying an ideal, in the Cold War
context the term’s substantial connection to nuclear weaponry suggested,
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that at the advent of nuclear annihilation, the social space of home had lost
its earlier significance as a place of refuge and was becoming a defense post
(Halliwell 2013, 139). Since multiple medical, psychological and sociological
studies aimed to verify regularized domestic stability as a significant source
of national welfare, President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s administration
emphasized family healthcare, which also confirmed the nuclear family’s
emerging status as a site of ideological defense for American values
(Halliwell 2013, 140).
Consisting of two parents (a breadwinning father and a housewife
mother) and their children, the freshly invented nuclear family accordingly
celebrated a novel rearrangement of family roles and ideals. Genderwise,
the most distinguished example was women’s fresh orientation toward their
husband’s and children’s personal service after working through the war
years, which crucially changed the family dynamics as for earlier generations the household tasks of a wealthy family would have been responsibilities of a servant (Coontz 2016, 27). Because of this, the suburban home
also became a robustly feminized space, in which men constantly strove to
prove their manhood and gain masculinity (Kimmel 1997, 255). Though
the new financial arrangement emphasized the female dependence on men,
a career and an income alone did not shape the male identity – it was
often as family heads, “as fathers that men sought to anchor their successes
as men” (Kimmel 1997, 226). Bachelors, in turn, were categorized as immature, sexually deviant, infantile or failure as men, and often politicized
(Griswold 1993, 189).
For the first time, “men as well as women were encouraged to root their
identity and self-image in familial and parental roles” (Coontz 2016, 28). In
essence, the strict division between male and female behavior and responsibilities was considered fundamental for a child’s, that is, a future citizen’s
proper development. Any possible trouble of juvenile delinquency or moral
breakdown was instantly seen as a result of the heterosexual parents’ lack
of “embodied instrumental and expressive functions, both of which are
necessary for social order and stability” (Kimmel 1997, 228). Yet the task
of demonstrating masculinity at the feminized suburban home, to be that
adequate sex model especially for sons, proved to be challenging within an
environment enforcing normality with such fierce passion.
According to a conventional understanding of masculinity, men were
considered most masculine when they were in action, making individual
decisions in spite of others (Byars 1991, 121), thus actively opposing the
norms of a community and hence rebelling the foundation of a society.
Nevertheless, now men had to learn to submit to the very same emasculating system, as they were pressured into domesticity in a relentless manner
unfamiliar to previous decades. In other words, men had to master a way
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to display themselves to others as ferociously male, yet never truly act
upon their ferocity: “in the 1950s American men strained against two negative poles – the overconformist, a faceless, self-less-nonentity, and the
unpredictable, unreliable nonconformist [ … ] and they had to do it in suburban housing developments in which their homes were distinctive only in
how uniform they were in design and decor” (Kimmel 1997, 236). Family
had become a public institution for others to observe (Sammond 2005,
158), but the private homes withheld frustration and secrets, such as family
violence (Coontz 2016, 38). Since masculinity extended to both spheres,
men’s troubles were considered genuine social problems with a potential to
endanger the entire family locus and thus the welfare state (Byars
1991, 115).
In essence, the pursuit of regularized normality resembled anxious similarities to communistic mass behavior, the very threat of the society
(Sammond 2005, 198). Thus “even the most successful strivers after the
American dream sometimes muttered about ‘mindless conformity’”
(Coontz 2016, 41), struggling to recognize Americanness from the ideology
of nuclear family, and as for men, “few experts really knew what a real
man was; most were content to tell us what he was not” (Kimmel 1997,
237). The primary medium spreading these contradictory messages was
popular film (Kimmel 1997, 251), manifesting for example “a fascination
with the domineering father who is frequently out of control” (Bruzzi 2005,
38), or even portrayals of the “breadwinner as troubled, repressive and
ineffectual” (Bruzzi 2005, 40). Moreover, since “popular commentators
urged young families to adopt a ‘modern’ stance and strike out on their
own” (Coontz 2016, 27) and manage their own troubles, the physical, spiritual, and generational distance between families kept growing within the
walls of the single-family suburban houses. Thus, the postwar America was
cutting ties to its roots and history – but was ripe to establish these actions
as new familial traditions.
Fictionalized Setting and Characterization

The drastic change of familial life and its defining domesticity also inspired
more romanticized contemporary depictions of family in film and television. These representations were marked by emotionalized narrative or
esthetics emphasizing traditional rural values or lifestyle, which provided a
sense of safety, stability, and familiarity; often used in cinema as a response
to denounce modern urban life (Harper and Rayner 2010, 286). However,
popular works such as Leave it to Beaver (1957–1963) now imposed and
localized these values to the modern streets of middle-class suburban
neighborhoods. Blooming peacetime nostalgia thus paved the way to the
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mode of sentimentalism, which quickly spread to mass entertainment: for
instance, Disney’s “popular audience, many of its members also suffering
from the dislocations of historical change [ … ] yearned for the stability
and comfort of a way of life that was vanishing” (Allan 1999, 245). This
longing was constantly unraveled by firmly connecting it to the modern
family-centred lifestyle: as Sammond (2005, 193) argues, traditionalized
domesticity was not characterized by its sanctity per se, but by its integration into novel, normalized social environments. Because of this, contemporary popular works diving into these thematic issues are today
considered to provide the most powerful visions of “traditional” American
families (Coontz 2016, 22).
As a sentimental populist himself (Pugh and Aronstein 2012, 164), for
Walter Disney1 (1901–1966), this trend of entertainment suited well. In
amidst of industrialization, he demonstrated a longing for vanishing architecture, such as barns, cottages, and castles (Girveau 2009, 68) and treasured romantic conceptions of pastoral life, simplicity, and integrity of rural
farm communities, thus locating the cinematic ideal of the environment in
the footsteps of Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826), who dreamt of the United
States as an agrarian society (Harper and Rayner 2010, 287). Walter Disney
also publicly cherished his own nostalgic memory of a childhood home
located in the small midwestern country town of Marceline, Missouri, as
the most significant experience of his life (Allan 1999, 2), which directly
inspired the presentation of Lady and the Tramp (1955).
Above all, it was the pervasive fascination in domesticity that generated
new ways to narrate spatiality or discuss the milieu and establish them
affectionate prominence. Of all places, the surroundings of familial life
were given a special interest – not only in fiction, but also in marketing.
Thus ground-breaking architectural solutions, modern space planning and
the new living environments, suburbs, were advertised by emphasizing old
agricultural values such as the importance of locality and communal atmosphere, their closeness to nature and their intrinsic qualities to the
American culture (Harper and Rayner 2010, 287; Sammond 2005, 298). On
the other hand, since settings are innately “deeply evocative and highly
memorable” (Dewan 2010, 3), the sentimentalized mode of presentation
not only depended on the localization, but the two nourished each other.
Emotionalized expressions such as “home” or “community” instead of
“house” or “suburb” made the places seem and feel meaningful, and helped
to naturalize the nation’s postwar affluent integration as “deriving from the
land” (Sammond 2005, 297), as if “the newly built environments were
springing from a simultaneously physical and historical landscape, rather
than deriving from governmental and economic activity” (Sammond
2005, 302).
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Furthermore, Sammond connects the insistency on imaginary, idealized
spaces to a wider national phenomenon, which reflects postwar nationalism
and aspiration to redefine the recovering nation. In science, environment’s
culturally hereditary properties received a growing attention and were
assessed in relation to an individual’s character development: after the
Second World War an outpouring of popular sociological, anthropological,
and psychological texts, including national character studies (Isoj€arvi 2019,
38) would attempt to “locate that ideal American character in a historical
landscape that extended before and beyond Middletown2” (Sammond 2005,
194). Historizing as a process is to make meaning of the present: a particular past is always evoked from a particular present (Pugh and Aronstein
2012, 2). The discourse of idealized quasi-historicity not only aspired to
overlook and erase the recent decades of hardships and mistakes, the years
of the Great Depression and the Second World War, but to reform and
access a sense of true, natural, quintessential Americanness, and simultaneously intertwine the optimal past with the contemporary mass culture in
order to make it less threatening and to establish new customs (Sammond
2005, 196). As the traditionalized, localized domesticity connected the contemporary meaning of family firmly to the past, the new family home was
made a symbol of traditional values appearing to stretch back for generations. Hence historicized past was to function as a key to provide a sense
of who you were, where you came from and what was your significance
within a community and the society, providing calamity and reassurance
especially in relation to domestic, familial issues.
Walter Disney demonstrated an avid interest in these nationalistic, historicized discussions: he admired American history and its down-to-earth,
“homemade” folk tradition (Canemaker 2014, 24). Thus, contemporary
Disney films, such as the individual animated shorts The Little House
(1952) and Paul Bunyan (1958), strongly adhered to these principles and
portrayed modern life as hectic and disingenuous, whilst associating positive values of health, freedom, strength, and honesty within the agricultural
past. From live action films to tv-series and documentaries, works such as
So Dear to My Heart (1948), Davy Crockett (1954–1955) and even In
Beaver Valley (1950) drew an image of domestication and control – set
somewhere in a glorified past, where a heroic, hard-working American
could tame the rural environment and find happiness by establishing his
individual, ultimate fate and role within the community. For Disney in the
1950s, historicity thus developed into a narrative tool with which to discover America’s ideal future from its prehistoric past. For instance, once
televisions began to become more common, the name would assume a
public national role with is educational films and guides reflecting history
(Pugh and Aronstein 2012, 71). At the opening of Disneyland, Walter
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Disney famously claimed that he wanted children to “learn something
about their heritage” whilst vising the park (Pugh and Aronstein 2012, 60)
– and thus to remind “Americans of their ‘common mytho-historical and
cultural orientation’” (Pugh and Aronstein 2012, 71).
Consequently, historicity as a thematic substance was an intrinsically suitable pair of storytelling to sentimentalized, localized narratives. In historical
fiction, the idea of pastness is prominently concretized with an appropriate
setting or a locale (Stephens 1992, 206). The two form an entity: a particular
past exists in a particular place. “American frontier,” while not holding a current geographical presence, still exists as a locale, yet only in the past. Vice
versa, the notion of pastness helps to conceptualize an idea of a place and
complete the initial impression (“Victorian London”). This interest in spatiality also found its way to the animation industry. Now backgrounds, conveying and establishing the film settings, were embraced with particular
enthusiasm: “whereas in the traditional Hollywood cartoon, backgrounds and
scene composition were perfunctory in nature, they now served a vital role in
establishing mood and furthering the narrative” (Amidi 2006, 11). A character was not anymore simply in front of a background, but in it, and thus the
setting was epochal to the story (Amidi 2006, 11).
At the Disney studios, contemporary background artists commenced the
final development process of the setting by analyzing the theme, locale and –
essentially – the historical period of the upcoming feature, after which “the
style fell into place” (Thomas 1958, 167). Significantly, though the majority of
Disney’s 1950s animated feature films are set in Europe, their visuals however
encourage to read and recognize them from an Americanized perspective. For
an animated historicized milieu, the design of the background style adds the
significant touch: esthetically pleasing places or historicized landscapes, however, allow not only space for visual consumption, but when simultaneously
market-oriented, space to demonstrate social power (Zukin 1991, 223).
Namely, Disney assumed the style of traditionalist American regionalism, less
favored at the other major contemporary animation studios, which preferred
more abstract illustration (Amidi 2006, 9). The art movement influenced and
elevated the way settings were to be planned and illustrated in the Disney
narrative (Girveau 2009, 64; Allan 1999, 207). Regionalism sought proudly to
promote the American culture and its values and “free itself from foreign artistic influences” (Canemaker 1996, 117), hence establishing the Disney features’ interpretation of domestic space and family a certain timeliness and
topicality, and a hint of nationalism.
Importantly, historicity and localization allowed for new ways to discuss
masculinity in relation to domesticity in popular cinema, and simultaneously to solve its inevitable contradictions caused by the novel family
structure in the new living environment. Hollywood, for instance, had closely
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followed the contemporary understanding of manhood. No longer did the
blockbuster features seek to portray tough loners or self-made heroes of the
pre-war era: preferably the male characters now belonged home rather than
to the streets, and were expected to spend time with their families, rather
than with other men or in solitude, and be interested in domestic matters
(Coontz 2016, 28). Bruzzi notes, that this however challenged the contemporary conception of masculinity in a harmful or derogatory way: “it is the particular conjunction of domesticity, traditionalism and a lack of eroticism that
forces fathers to exist outside the discursive limits [ … ] of masculinity”
(Bruzzi 2005, xvii). She continues, that Hollywood wished to believe in a
symbolic father – what a father would like to be himself or what was
expected of him: “far more prevalent [ … ] were images of the strong, autocratic, even despotic father” (Bruzzi 2005, 38).
Consequently, the 1950s films aspired to contextualize the father by historicizing him:
“The brash machismo and the resurgence of the nuclear family during the
Eisenhower era, come out not through films about confident breadwinning fathers
(most of which Hollywood portrays as miserable, confused or depressed) but more
tangentially through films (often Westerns, and so set in the past) about larger-thanlife-fathers – awesome, omnipotent tycoons who rule not just their families but their
ranch, town and surrounding countryside.” (Bruzzi 2005, x).

Thus for cinematic fathers, a historicized setting provided a framework
not just to express their authority, but to emphatically demonstrate their
standing point and perspective, and sometimes challenging responsibilities
without losing an inch of their masculinity. Furthermore, the 1950s
Hollywood fathers rarely engaged in conversations about being fathers and
often suffered of emotional inarticulacy (Bruzzi 2005, xv), thus requiring
other means of communication, to which the historicized setting provided
new possibilities. Overall, the contemporary blockbuster depiction of masculine fatherhood hence depended on historicity foundationally tied to a
distinguishable locale in time. As a narrative device of fiction, history is
commonly used to emphasize the hegemonic value system of the current
society, such as patriarchy (Stephens 1992, 237), and a “happily ever after”
closure triumphs its virtues. Next, I am going to analyze how the phenomena of historicity alongside traditionalized domesticity were availed to portray fatherhood and fatherly space within the family dynamics in the
contemporary Disney animated features, omitting Alice in Wonderland
(1951) from the analysis for its lack of father characters.
Cinderella

Cinderella is often referred to as Disney’s comeback feature, which finally
fixed the studio’s financial situation nearing bankrupt (Kothenschulte 2016,
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375, 385), and consequently encouraged to continue with the new, more
stylized animated features concentrating on the significance of settings.
Walter Disney personally bestowed the film’s visual development to Mary
Blair (1911–1978), a regionalist to whose work he had taken a liking
(Canemaker 1996, 115). The resulting movie mixes eighteenth-century
French provincial style with fantasy. Unlike in the original fairy-tale, fatherhood has been made the film’s central theme and is expressed through the
framework of history.
Upon meeting the prince’s father, the King in his castle, the audience of
Cinderella is encouraged to concentrate on the aristocratic dwelling: the
scene’s backgrounds exploit a similar approach to chiaroscuro3 in order “to
‘guide’ the eye around a single painted image within a frame” (Maclean 2011,
83). The King’s palace is recognizably influenced by baroque, a lavishly ornate
style of art and architecture that prospered in Europe and especially in France
throughout the reign of Louis XIV (1643–1715) (Allan 1999, 209). The grandiloquent design is supplemented with neoclassicist references, adding the presentation distancing coldness. In this milieu of the privileged and the royal,
every detail points to luxury and abundance, from the shiny marble floors to
various decorative golden interiors, such as enormous, framed paintings and
exquisite furniture. The pompous arrangement replenished with symmetry
reinforces an image of authority, order, and masculine heritage: at the time,
French men had unlimited power over their wives and family (Betts 2010,
xviii). It is in this palace where Cinderella’s famous ball will take place – as if
at Louis XIV’s Versailles. Here “Louis XIV’s France” becomes a powerful
abstraction that promotes excessive wealth and patriarchal hierarchy, but also
the system’s justified constancy rooted in male lineage.
Yet this is only a stereotype: as Allan (1999, 209) notes, the feature’s
intention was to theatricalize the baroque, and the French influences are filtered through popular film genres, such as Hollywood film noir.
Additionally, there is evident modern interest for psychoanalysis in the setting. The film is dark and pays attention to shadows and shading; the
depiction lingers in the castle’s columns, staircases, and curtains. These elements, paying homage to German gothic, add a sense of claustrophobia
and an impression of trapped heroes locked in nightmares (Allan 1999,
210), which subsequently mirrored the contemporary domestic tensions.
There is no impression of provincial France outside the palace and the
chateau courtyard, both surrounded by walls and entered through a gate,
both buildings first observed by a glance through the lattice windows.
What matters is hidden and closed inside. The subsequent narrative
marked by overwhelming domesticity builds on becoming part of this isolated, unsociable environment, privileged to a few, and learning to appreciate it.
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For the effectivity of the dual narrative, the bygone historical elements
must be combined with familiar features of the present time, which often
necessitates portraying a relationship through which the audience may mirror their own existence (Stephens 1992, 236). Namely, the environment
influences the character, whilst the character implies a relationship with the
spectator. For a family or child audience, a parent-child-relationship is a
prevalent example of potentially subjective connections endeavoring to
develop an understanding of one’s role in relation to others. As a result of
father’s invigorated post within the familial hierarchy, for instance in contemporary blockbuster film there was an enlarging interest in depicting
father’s domestic relationships: father-daughter relationships, in which
fathers were portrayed as the governing figures of their coming-of-age
daughters, dependent upon paternal sexual approval, and negotiations of
father-son relationships which aimed to explain the fundamentality of
father’s role (Bruzzi 2005, xv).
Instead of powerfully historicized, masculine larger-than-life-fathers of
Hollywood, in Cinderella we however meet a King, who is round in shape,
nervous and bouncy in movement, overweight and bumbling, and more an
emblem of comedy rather than dignity. He represents the father type we
can later recognize also in George Darling (Peter Pan) and King Hubert
(Sleeping Beauty) – “A fat face that changes shape with each expression. He
can be sly and cunning, he can tell jokes, he can hit the ceiling in anger”
(Thomas 1958, 54). Due to their inherent humor manifested through their
design, these father characters are inevitably more intriguing than their offspring and will catch attention (Thomas 1958, 54; Finch 1975, 117; Deja
2016, 167). In essence, Cinderella, similar to Peter Pan and Sleeping Beauty,
adheres to a character approach of the youth’s realist naturalism, which
then clashes with the caricatured father characters, who are allowed broader
actions, bolder colors, loquacity and more expressiveness. Thomas discusses
designing a prince as following: “No matter what pains are taken, it is still
difficult to make a handsome male figure move gracefully and still remain
masculine” (Thomas 1958, 107)4. Though the statement suggests that there
were at times deficiencies to define strong male characters, none of these
challenges concerning masculinity were reflected upon the depiction of the
father characters (Thomas 1958, 54), which indicates toward the historicized setting.
Cinderella’s King is always surrounded by vast, excess space. Everything
is exaggerated from sky-high ceilings to his infinite bed – the scene in
which he has a conversation with the Grand Duke whilst bouncing on the
mattress is particularly grotesque when the distorted dimensionality is magnified with trajectory movement. But rather than complimenting the King’s
elite position, the grandiloquent historical setting celebrating father’s power
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dwarfs him, ridicules him and surreptitiously questions the monarch(y).
Initially, the historical framework and the character thus seem to contradict
each other. Yet if the setting illustrates an environment where an ideology
is conserved and promoted, there has to exist means with which to overlook the ideology’s possibly negative undertones (such as the unlimited
power of the King). Therefore, the King is meant to be sympathetic, funny,
soft and approachable, despite the system he represents: otherwise, he
would not be contemporary or identifiable. He simply happens to live,
sometimes suffer in these prosperous circumstances – it is not like he has
chosen the surroundings, since they seem to govern him. Moreover, should
he have been designed in a complimentary manner to his backgrounds,
underlining prestige, he would have unavoidably exuded unfavorable hints
of authoritarianism. A modern American father was expected to be an
image of democracy (Griswold 1993, 186). On the other hand, the background helps him to demonstrate and maintain masculinity, otherwise
weakened in the rich, amusing character design pulling away from
the background.
At the time color was another special interest of the animation settings
(Amidi 2006, 11). In Cinderella, the deliberate use of red color implies hostility, while hues of purple suggest stateliness and dignity – the intensity of
the colors connotes a mood that the palace is a place not to be defied.
When combined together, these qualities create an impression of stable
strength that the King in turn seems to lack in his episodes of despair, violence and self-pity: there is great reliance on contrasting visual gags.
Importantly, the King’s occasional rage and frustration – performances of
masculinity – are demonstrated toward his advisor, the Grand Duke, rather
than the system itself: thus, the king appears to be appreciating the palace’s
public role yet is taking advantage of its privacy.
Essentially, the King has to foster his role as an exemplary sex-model,
since marrying and becoming a father were considered to be signs of
maturity and responsibility. His worrying reflects contemporary concerns,
according to which young people were only learning to distinguish the
“real”, normalized American culture, and in which false familiar relations,
such as remaining as a bachelor, would lead to the individual’s subsequent
doom. This is indeed the King’s nightmare scenario of the prince’s future –
“my son has been avoiding his responsibilities long enough, it’s high time
he married and settled down”. If the environment, the backgrounds, did
not imply a historically significant social and political heritage, honor and
sanctity of this value system, if the palace was as silly as the sovereign, the
King as a father would be unable to deliver this message about societal
norms and roles. Hence the historical setting conserves the ideology, but
the accessible King is equally important, for he acts as an agent through
which to interpret and recognize the worth of it.
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Whilst in Perrault’s Cinderella the prince arranged the ball himself, now
the event is mastered by his father to hurry the prince’s choice of maiden.
The King shows to the Grand Duke an arrangement of paintings, in which
his “only child grows farther, farther, and farther away” from him before
bursting into lament. The paintings, increasing in size, demonstrate a child
who eventually obtains more space than his father; the prince finally receiving his own painting that overtakes an entire wall. Though this generational
distance echoes the distance experienced at single-family-homes, the gap is
interweaved with the idea of descendant(s). The historical setting suggests
an unaltered continuum of a naturally occurring culture, a chain in which
every heir receives their turn, similar to nature undergoing seasonal
changes. This is why the King is nearly having a breakdown, since his son
is not respecting his family tree or his “father’s last wish” to see his grandchildren before his decease, the King’s white hair supplementing an impression of old age.
Bruzzi (2005, xiv) notes that Hollywood films of the 1950s were populated by father characters who had to deny their sexuality in order to
become good fathers, yet who contractively were obsessed with inheritance
and genealogy. Such depictions were influenced by Freudian thinking, and
they attempted to forge father as a primitive, biological being toward an
intellectual, historically and culturally self-aware citizen who could set an
outline for a desirable future. Within this framework, maturation and sexuality were normal and required actions but only for as long as the birth of
the next inheritor had been secured. Therefore, the King frowns at the idea
of love, and instead describes a practical intercourse, in which a boy and a
girl meet “under the right conditions.” In a close-up of his god-like hands
from above, he tosses away literature by Homer, Plato and Rabalais to
bring closer porcelain bookends of a boy and a girl: these authors do not
represent the American culture and its traditions and the significance of an
individual’s choice to act appropriately for an improved social status. The
Americanized King for instance, though organizing the pairing himself,
never despises Cinderella’s humble, different origins once she commits to
the system. When the prince and Cinderella finally get married, the King,
unlike before, is now relieved to see them off to their honeymoon and have
his son “grow farther.” In the background, the coordinated rows of soldiers
framing the royalty appear to continue into infinity, each of them separated
with a precise distance, yet forming together a harmonious entity.
Combined with the character action, the dual narrative honors the successful and organized composition and separation of a new family, descending
the stairs into their evident happiness.
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Peter Pan

If Cinderella’s historicized narrative of spatiality outlined masculinity by
connecting it to generational patriarchy, Peter Pan discusses about family
reconciliations and defines masculinity through relationships at home. The
vivid film, again styled by Blair, develops a Victorian setting of the late
nineteenth century. However, Peter Pan is specifically an Edwardian story
(Nelson 1991, 169), both the original play (1904) and the novel (1911) by
J.M. Barrie published during the Edwardian era. The time period prompted
rather liberal attitudes in comparison to its conservative Victorian predecessor, being increasingly concerned about for example women’s suffrage.
Despite this, the Disney adaptation roots for “a typical Victorian father” in
“Victorian England” (Deja 2016, 310; Thomas 1958, 168). Such a choice is
but cognizant. Similar to “Louis XIV’s France,” “Victorian England” is an
abstraction that instantly connotes ideological conceptions. Namely, we
may now identify a society, which is separated to public and private
spheres according to one’s gender, the former being a masculine territory,
the latter a feminine hideout. Simultaneously, we may advance a reading of
sexual division of labor, in which the father is the breadwinner and the
mother the nurturing caretaker of the family, both of which complimented
better the 1950s family conceptions. The following Disney narrative
recounts a father’s evolving understanding of his domestic responsibilities.
The film begins with a tracking, establishing extreme wide shot to present the environment from a bird’s-eye view in its full beauty (Girveau
2009, 64), hinting traces of familiarizing regionalism. Unlike claustrophobic
Cinderella, Peter Pan already visualizes foreign environments yet contrastingly emphasizes the act of returning home and the appreciation of homely
surroundings. The large yet cozy corner house, with its marble porch stairs
and a doorway surrounded by Roman inspired pillars, implies the Darling
family’s middle-class wealth. A high brick wall defines the backyard.
Similar to Cinderella’s imagery, we peek in through lattice windows framed
by heavy curtains, the dark passage faintly illuminated by streetlamps.
Mary Darling glides into the room. Observed from the windowsill, her face
is illustrated as a silhouette glaring translucently through the curtain.
Humming, she sits down with a smiling expression on her face, revealing
her whole figure. Mary’s features are clear and her movement graceful: she
is confident of her identity and her position. Whilst looking at herself in
the mirror, she fixes her hair, satisfied with what she sees. From another
windowsill, presumably in a different room, emerges a similar half-shaded
figure of her husband.
Unlike the autocrat King, George Darling is exhibited and mirrored as
the other half of a relationship: the complimentary shots of Darlings
emphasize the characters’ social situation and their relation to each other,
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but also their capability to adapt into this environment. George’s features
are tense, his expression irritated, his voice hoarse and movements clumsy.
His clothing seems to be of inadequate fitting. The domestic concerns are
negotiated in terms of masculine: The Darlings are on their way to a party,
but George cannot find his golden cufflinks, and declares they won’t go
unless he finds them. Instead of preparing himself, his anxiety grows:
George’s gaze wanders from side to side, he hits his head on the bureau
and jumps around chagrined and in pain. Now half of his figure is covered
with a shadow. George doesn’t feel appreciated, but nor does he appreciate
himself, as he adds that unless they go to the party, he “can never show his
face in the office again.” The evident conflict lies in his incapability to conform to his role as the head of the pretentious house and a lovely family.
Described as a “practical man,” he is apprehensive should the secret be
revealed to the outside world: that he is not fully in charge at home, and
that the coulisse is dependent of his beautiful wife deserved to be introduced first.
The house interior, marked by its earthly color scheme and rigid-lined
tapestry, speaks for restrained modesty and the importance of giving a
good impression of designated manners. Similar to the King, we get
acquainted with George Darling primarily at home, yet in a room he does
not quite recognize or accept as a part of his house: the nursery. The
Victorian nursery was a secluded space from household operated by servants – like Nana the dog in the film – where men did not feel at their ease
(Tosh 2007, 88). This is implied in George’s entering to the nursery in his
search for his cufflinks, when he commands his children to play with less
noise by a rejecting hand sign, and the boys ignore the request and continue the fight. Though best manifested in the domestic sphere, George
does not exploit the masculine responsibilities of providing, protecting, and
controlling to their full potential, because he would rather be in the office
and define himself by his work position. George’s walking is stiff, his short
steps and tall figure complying with the tapestry pattern. The inconvenience he experiences combined with the overall presentation gives an
impression he is like an actor within a play. Namely, his imitation of a
domestic family head is superficial, emphasizing how “men were also pressured into acceptable family roles,” such as interacting with their children,
since lack of wife and family “could mean the loss of a job or a promotion
for a middle-class man” (Coontz 2016, 35).
After his order of silence, Disney’s George ironically collides with a pile of
alphabetical blocks left on the nursery floor, causing a loud mess himself.
George’s anger keeps growing as Nana cleans up the toys, and Mary fixes
George’s plastron on which the children have drawn a treasure map. Both
items imply playfulness and present bright colors highlighted in the otherwise
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moderate color palette, now drawing unwanted attention to blundering George
in his neat black and white suit. Though he blames his children for immaturity
and especially addresses his daughter Wendy by concluding it is “a high time”
for her to grow up, the setting reveals George is incapable to fit in, which is the
key source to his frustration. Though Disney’s George concretely threats to
banish the girl from the nursery, it is he himself who subsequently has to exit
the house – for violently dragging Nana out to the doghouse, for going to the
party – in order to see the environment with new, appreciative eyes. In this
sense, he represents an anguished father character similar to contemporary
Hollywood depictions.
Even the children’s play in imaginative Neverland is defined by an eventual desire to go home. For the journey, John Darling chooses to wear a
top hat like his father’s, marking George as a role model. Yet when the
parents leave for the party, George does not want to hear another word of
the children’s stories. Instead, he mocks his wife of superstition, and makes
a scene pretending to call Scotland Yard, another stereotypic metonym of
the historicized Victorian age. Leading Mary on the dim, threatening night
streets, he thus attempts to outsource his responsibilities of protecting his
own family. The city seems empty and uninviting: “there are clear aerial
views of London, but no sense of London surrounding the Darling household” (Allan 1999, 221), because George must return home and realize to
reconcile. Namely, the city is encapsulated in the image of the family
house: if the atmosphere at home is tense, the surrounding town fades
away as well – a community is built by, and its strength lies in its inhabitants. The toll of Big Ben, the most significant city landmark, is mistily cut
to Darlings’ grandfather clock in the hallway upon their return, since this
house, in its importance, might as well be the city center.
For George, the return means the acceptance of domesticity and understanding of the family as a source for “a whole world of satisfaction,
amusement and inventiveness” (Coontz 2016, 27). Back home, he has
reevaluated his actions, and does not even mind others talk him out of
turn, though previously he has interpreted this as an underrating act. In
the nursery, he now stands further away from the walls, wherefore the tapestry’s rigid patterns are but soft and misty. His movement is relaxed, less
hasty, his posture is more natural than pushed. He has a friendly expression when listening to his daughter’s recollection of the children’s
Neverland adventures, and a mellow voice. There are more closeups of his
face, reflecting the evolving process within his mind, where the familial
environment is no burden anymore: more humanely, he accepts occasional
cracks of life and mess at the family home, and does not allow the walls to
close in on him anymore.
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As implied by the traditionalizing historical setting, it is a father’s epiphany to understand family life is not about pretending but being present to
observe his children’s growth. Only by accommodating all the rooms in the
family home may he execute his paternal, governing responsibilities in a
believable manner: being a family man is not simply manifesting presumptions of masculinity, such as harshness and violence. His allowance to let
Wendy stay in the nursery seals the harmony of the shared domestic space:
simultaneously, Mary’s and Wendy’s renewed, respectful attitude toward
George confirms his reestablished masculinity, since masculinity is relational, composed of relationships, which is accentuated in the home sphere
(Tosh 2007, 47). Finally, George’s previous aggressive search for cufflinks,
Nana’s rope and other trivialities is over: he is enlightened and confident
to finally see and enjoy his greatest accomplishments, house and family,
look in the same direction as them and together admire miracles of life at
home. Without pity, not because of George’s pleading, Mary and Wendy
embrace the family head each from one side, giving him the acceptance
that he has demanded all along. With this symmetrical image, now
observed through a single window, the film ends.
Lady and the Tramp

The fixation on the setting also led to new technical ambitions. Widescreen
feature Lady and the Tramp was filmed with CinemaScope, a new anamorphic lens, which allowed for even more exquisite exploration and
emphasis on the set surroundings. CinemaScope flattened the image horizontally, giving it a certain softness or even mistiness. The choice flattered
the film’s bright pastel colors and roundness of shapes, amplifying its harmonious lull. With CinemaScope and subsequent Technirama, there was
concretely more space for drawing and some of the background paintings
were even several meters long (Girveau 2009, 64). These backgrounds were
then photographed slowly to provide sweeping panoramic views, and there
were more lavish details to admire for a more generous amount of time.
Movement in general was portrayed in a larger scale, within larger areas:
no longer would a character perform in one spot against moving background but instead would move through the scenes (Kothenschulte 2016,
482). More than before, the environment’s interaction with the characters
and its effect on their behavior was emphasized: as the characters could
move in this environment in relation to each other, fewer cuts backwards
and forwards between the characters were required (Grant 1987, 232).
With CinemaScope, “the creators had to become accustomed to an entirely
new optic and, with it, a new visual dramaturgy” (Kothenschulte 2016,
473). In terms of spatiality, the depiction of fatherhood in Lady and the
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Tramp is thus not tied to enclosed domesticity in the manner of previously
discussed features. Instead, the film views both fatherhood and domesticity
from a wider perspective, as a part of a social doctrine, by taking the narrative outside and showing what lies beneath the well-maintained streets of
“Snob hill” – the potential future of non-conformists. Though already Peter
Pan hinted upon the importance of family home’s welfare to the community, forming a family in Lady and the Tramp’s eminent environment
becomes a pledge for bettering the societal order, initiated in a man’s decision to become a father.
Lady and the Tramp is Disney’s only 1950s animated feature to be based
on an original story. Though a contemporary love story about two dogs
from high and low social classes, Walter Disney saw early on that to make
the production special, it had to be set in the past, for the postwar United
States would only look good “fifty years from now” (Kothenschulte 2016,
485). Yet this choice only set the esthetics and thus complimented the previously explored trend of historicized fiction – for instance Lady’s owners
are the epitome of 1950s ideal middle-class pair despite the setting (Grant
1987, 235). Moreover, this town environment was trendily made attractive
by interpreting it from an emotionalized, localized perspective, which differs from the previously explored, confined domestic environments causing
occasional anxiety. Rather, any apprehension was carefully externalized
from the familial surroundings. The result is broadly identified: Thomas
(1958, 168) locates the film in “the turn-of-the-century-era,” Grant (1987,
232) elaborates it is 1910, “the place somewhere in the Eastern USA,”
Finch (1975, 120) argues the film is “set in the recent past,” taking place in
a world “not far removed from our own,” and producer Hahn illustrates
how within the feature “you get to see a little bit of that Middle America,
that idyllic place [ … ] a little bit more magical than maybe in real life”
(Funk 2006).
Essentially, Lady and the Tramp locates its societal system as an unlimited source of contentment, and more importantly, establishes the necessary
borderlines that hold together its social structures and norms. As
Canemaker describes, “social and political upheavals were going on, and
yet Walt Disney presents his own nostalgic vision of what America can or
should be” (Funk 2006). The film opens with a beautiful, modernist postcard-like snowy Christmas set illustrating an alluring town plan: this however turns out to be a cheat shot once we get closer to the houses and their
actual layout. The different spatial feel between the scenes creates a pervasive illusion, through which the town sustains an impression of its desired
idyl. But though there are wealthy mansions, there also exist dark alleys
absent from the introductory opening scene, which creates tension. The
town population is strictly divided into the lives of rich and poor, the other
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withheld and invisible to the town’s public image. Thematically, we may
here see a connection to the Middletown studies, according to which a generic American town consisted of white middle class inhabitants, whilst nonwhite population would be marginalized to the outskirts of the town (see
Sammond 2005). Similarly, outside Lady’s wealthy Anglo-American neighborhood, in the Tramp’s ragged and racialized district, we observe several
immigrant communities of Austrian, Irish and Italian inheritance.
When portraying a recent historical framework5 that can be located in
spectators’ own personal experiences and memories, the setting fabricates
more consistently the sentimental atmosphere (Grant 1987, 232), which
sets the audience’s emotional response in a particular register. For contemporary moviegoers, old-fashioned props such as carriages, streetcars, oil
streetlamps and early telephones appeared charming rather than regular
commodities. In Lady and the Tramp, there were also elements establishing
connections to the present and thus pressing on the setting’s reflectivity
and introspectiveness: for instance, Lady’s conservative gingerbread house
neighborhood, enhanced with various frills, lace patterns, and bows tenderly paralleled the 1950s baby boom sentiments. Since the story was told
from a dog’s point of view, the backgrounds were presented from the low
angle and defined by the floor lines. Claude Coats, who designed the setting, was a trained architect, and used miniatures in order to find ways to
depict realistic dimensionality (Kothenschulte 2016, 473), which also
affected the film’s imagining of fatherhood by increasing its subjectivity in
relation to spatiality.
Unlike Cinderella’s King or George Darling, who are already family men,
Tramp’s personal development is less framed by maintaining familial
responsibilities, and is instead overflowed with a considerable dose of
youthful individualism: the ability to choose, and more importantly, to voluntarily make the right choices. The narrative of a young couple echoes
romantic teenage features, more evident in the subsequent Sleeping Beauty
(Kothenschulte 2016, 506), yet already Lady and the Tramp recognizes a
new target group and the evolving youth culture, thus opening up the
themes of paternity and domesticity to a wider potential audience by making them seem inviting. Moreover, there is emphasis on the film’s “eastwest-division” (Kothenschulte 2016, 473). Namely, Lady’s sunny-lighted
neighborhood with its soft edges is ultimately styled Eastern, whilst Tramp
resides in a broken barrel amidst of trash and in the dusty backyard of a
train station, which teases a quasi-historicized interpretation of a modern
Wild West, suggesting a larger-than-life-father narrative. Indeed, the initial
impression of Tramp’s carefree freedom springs up from character mobility
within the historicized setting, allowed by CinemaScope. Though walls, fences and even cages are here significant, similar visual motifs to previously
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discussed films, Tramp is capable to cross these barriers, walk through or
jump over them – in fact, he is the only character capable of these actions,
which adds to his charisma.
Furthermore, Lady’s lovely indoor leisure is contrasted with Tramp’s
daily outdoor survival. Kimmel (1997, 246) notes that outside environments
often establish strong masculinity, even in everyday routines: for instance,
though in the 1950s cooking was understood as a feminine task, outdoor
cooking was considered as a manly manifestation. Tramp’s ability to perform in these environments thus replenishes his manliness: he dives into a
street fight, driving the other dogs away, he wittily causes an argument
between the zoo guard and a visitor, he runs to make a narrow escape
from the chicken yard, never lost or helpless. His gait is high, self-assured
and cocky, covering distances quickly in comparison to Lady’s down-toearth small steps, often left behind. The dogs’ gendered power relations in
movement and spatiality demonstrate a brief transition only when Tramp
begs Lady for forgiveness by crawling to her. Lady however utterly despises
and attempts to avoid his unmasculine fawning by pacing angrily back and
forth in her garden – a domestic environment – the only space where she
may have her say.
Once Tramp’s masculine qualities have been reinforced, his entering into
domesticity does not appear regressing, but as a personal evolvement: a
new adventure. When waking up on a hill after their romantic night,
Tramp is surprised to observe Lady abandon the scenery, determined to go
back home and to take care of her owners’ baby. Landscapes are considered
symbolically momentous (Zukin 1991, 230), for they establish a strong
sense of place, but also identity and belonging. The tranquil regionalist
landscape unfolding around the dogs appears to extend into infinity, implying eternity and traditionality. The landscapes are tempting, but also compelling: though they help to locate yourself and your position in the world,
observing them – here the town – afar establishes a premise of respecting
your place. Suddenly Tramp’s wandering adventures and especially childlessness appear unsignificant, selfish, aimless – and because of the historicized setting, rootless and without a proper future. In comparison to visual
gags of Cinderella and Peter Pan, the film’s humor is considerably low-key,
and there is an atmosphere of seriousness, which conveys Tramp’s realization on a more intimate level.
Though with his sexually promiscuous name comes a womanizing history, from the beginning it has been insinuated that Tramp naturally loves
children, as he stops by a pet shop window to chuckle to a bunch of puppies. The feature presents fatherhood as a biological, honorable construction marked by chastity, which lingers on domesticity’s key quality of
presenting a good impression outward, providing an understanding of a
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“normal” family. Lady’s neighbors, the pedigree dogs Jock and Trusty – the
old generation – will overcome their prejudices and accept Tramp as a
gentleman once he settles down, abandons his sexuality, and seeks to look
after his puppies as a father. The couple is eventually married, though this
is not directly enunciated – such deduction can however be advanced, since
before Tramp’s comeback and the puppies’ birth, Jock and Trusty have
both proposed Lady as to paternally protect her dignity and withhold her
secret of premarital romance. Tramp’s street past, in comparison, is quickly
forgotten, and all that remains is a certainty of his emergence in any new
environment.
As an anthropomorphized animal, Tramp’s character also allows for
broader discussions of class and race. Residing on “the wrong side of the
tracks” with other outlaws and marginalized characters, Tramp’s streetsmart personality can be interpreted as a consequence of poverty or lack of
status, wherefore his freedom is only a shallow state of being, a constant
source of disquietude or a burden. Though denounced as “mongrel” by the
purebred dogs, Tramp still represents a white American character expressed
in his opportunism, flexibility, and ability to get out and get going.
Moreover, he is not too old to discover that these qualities privilege him to
evolve his class and status by devoting himself to fatherhood, as opposed to
the other pound dogs, who are implied to be for instance of Russian and
Mexican origin. He does not have to resign to the other outlaws’ fate.
Hence Tramp becomes not only an exemplary, but admirably decisive protagonist with whom to navigate, and eventually locate oneself within the
film’s ideology. Meanwhile, the domestic role of the father is desirably
aligned with ideas of goodness, happiness, and most of all – wealthiness.
Once adopted to the family, Tramp’s collar – a contemporary symbol
itself – and license act as a certificate releasing him from being viewed as a
suspicious member of the society, but without crushing his disposition.
Hence the film advances, that domestic conformity is a middle-class privilege, and can be attained without effacing masculinity. Unlike the caged animals in the zoo and the pound, these dogs are more valued, and their lives
no longer seem to Tramp like a trap of “leash-and-collar set” ruining the
excitement, as conformity in general could. As an American, Tramp – in
his “gray flannel suit” (Sammond 2005, 201) – becomes a stable picture of
consolation, forgiveness, and recovery, now sitting still and muzzle up on a
fitted carpet. He and Lady both pay special attention to forbid his identic
miniature son from beginning a habit of wandering similar to his father’s,
only pausing to hear what tale “uncle Trusty” has to tell. The bloodhound,
however, does not remember what his “grandpappy, Old Reliable, used to
say”. Yet he does not have to, as no further maxims are required: the true
American happiness is here, at this meddled historicized fantasy
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supplemented with contemporary demands. The film ends in a similar
scene to its opening: the dogs are abundantly celebrating Christmas, the
floor line filled with presents, and the image zooms out back to the town
plan. As soon as Tramp has adjusted to the family life at Lady’s, we do not
see any of his friends from his former life – they have vanished from disturbing the postcard setting: the tension is finally released, and everything
is now in order.
Sleeping Beauty

Likewise widescreen, Sleeping Beauty was filmed with Technirama, an alternative screen process of CinemaScope, in which the final result seemed less
wide, but considerably sharper, stretching the image vertically and bestowing the film’s esthetics and themes a considerable sense of hierarchy, affecting its stance toward domesticity. Stylistically, Eyvind Earle (1916–2000)
established a complimentary single design idea, which was inspired by perpendicular, symmetric gothic style and decorative medieval tapestries,
amongst other things (Kothenschulte 2016, 507), and marked by its primitive technique. All the austere, disciplined background paintings of the feature consisted of organized horizontal or vertical lines, for “the primitive
style never tilts things” (Thomas 1958, 164). Only once intellectualized, the
paintings were added diagonals and curves, retaining an impression of
restrained order. Because of photographic focus and crispness extending to
any distance, the initial impression of the setting is dominating, alienating
and cold, emphasizing the trivial role of individual’s choices in this organized environment, and the threatening atmosphere that everything is seen
or will eventually be revealed – including any suspicious family crises.
Moreover, the Gothic esthetic is pressed with shapes and forms stretching linearly upwards and embroidered with cautionary, rich colors of
stained glass. Unlike Cinderella’s castle, Sleeping Beauty’s castle or burg is
not inviting: it is a geographically isolated, faraway building with an unreal
feel to it, as imagined in Once Upon a Dream sequence. In the vast, open
landscape the castle appears as a defensive, solid and impregnable statement: in the final battle against the evil, it is concretely surrounded by a
forest of thorns. The castle does not merge into its surroundings to form
an entity, as Lady’s house and neighborhood, nor is it a part of an established locale, such as Darling household in London, but has to stand for
itself. According to Dewan, castles and palaces represent “fulfilment, completion or perfection” (Dewan 189), yet Gothic castles simultaneously symbolize “innermost fears” of the audience (Dewan 188). Though the royal
fortress embodies safety, the locale is simultaneously terrifying with its eerie
dungeons and labyrinthine passageways. “As a defensive building”, Dewan
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continues, “the Gothic castle suggests confinement and entrapment”
(Dewan 191).
The castle is thus less a manifestation of wealth, but rather a demand for
protection. Connected to the masculine actions of fighting and waging war,
here also domesticity adopts attributes of a manly mission. Yet symbolically, the detached landmark motivates spiritual loneliness, self-contemplation, and uncertainty of standby, providing contemporary depth to
masculine defensiveness. Similarly to Cinderella and Peter Pan, we observe
the film’s father characters only within these domestic, tamed surroundings,
yet which are now simultaneously unfathomable and thus compelling. The
environment is filled with excitement and thrill, which Tramp was terrified
of losing should he settle down for conformity. Though already Peter Pan
added a plot of bomb explosion to Barrie’s story, because of Sleeping
Beauty’s overall Gothic esthetic of defensiveness, it enforces more prominently the Cold War sentiments than its predecessors. The film also cleverly
mixes hints of regionalism with the possession of “sputnik-style,” echoing
the Space Race enthusiasm (Toennies 2008), and references more boldly
popular live action films, such as Laurence Olivier’s Henry V (1944), than
Cinderella (Allan 1999, 233). Hence also the historicized setting has an
asserted contemporary aura to it.
In the opening scene, we meet King Hubert and King Stefan, who have
fondly dreamt “one day their kingdoms to unite.” Therefore, they betroth
their children, young prince Phillip and princess Aurora on the joyful holiday celebrating her birth, the plot of two kings absent in Perrault’s original
story titled as the film’s source text, doubling the feature’s paternal voice.
In a contemporary manner, Hubert and Stefan have both their insecurities,
which are emphasized by the historicized setting: the characters are undeniably subordinate to the backgrounds, since animators were forced to conform the character designs to Earle’s opulently detailed, busy, and
overwhelming backgrounds (Amidi 2006, 159). The dramatic environment,
in which there is no quiet place, devours the characters and Earle’s strict
color choices sometimes consume their vitality, again highlighting the environment’s power over an individual. Yet the value structure is clear
throughout the shots, as the simple characters complement the overall set,
assuming their role within it (Kothenschulte 2016, 507). Still, the two contrasting characters are attention-demanding, since contouring the characters
sharpened their composition, making their demeanor spikier and more
angular in comparison to Cinderella’s King or George Darling, also matching their personalities to a more menacing domestic environment.
The kings are best acquainted with in their scene of toasting, which simultaneously acts as a rite to demonstrate their manliness. Both offer a different stance toward domestic fatherhood, defined by different
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interpretations of masculinity. Hubert, the funny type, resembles
Cinderella’s King, and is aggressive, violent and pugnacious in the manner
of traditional masculinity. He is short and plump, the silhouette shaped
with puffy shirt sleeves and cut brief with bulgy breeches. Hubert’s movement is abrupt but bounded by a small area, suggesting he is less interested
in other people’s perspectives than his own. Similar to Cinderella’s King, he
fusses about the arrangement of their children’s future wedding, suggesting
they should be married on the spot: “want to see our grandchildren, don’t
we? There’s no time to lose, getting on in years.” Yet Hubert sees right
away, that “children need a nest of their own, place to raise their little
brood”, wherefore he has built for the pair “nothing elaborate,” but “a
honeymoon cottage” of forty bedrooms, restoring humor and the previous
requirement of generational distance to Disney paternity. Having two
paternal characters, however, also allows for broader, fresh negotiations of
fatherhood when observed in relation to spatiality.
Stefan, in contrast, is tall in posture, his shape defined by a modest, long,
black and mustard yellow cloak as opposed to Hubert’s attacking bright red
and blue shades. Stefan glides into the room elegantly, his gestures are
more tranquil and pervasive, his face less expressive, and he uses more considerate vocabulary. Stefan represents a novel father type in his moderate,
logical worrying. Because of his alternative visuals, Stefan and his castle
form Dewan’s image of satisfaction in their complimentary, indestructible,
content sedateness. The castle does not ridicule him as Hubert, but the
mutual vertical shapes endorse each other: the castle is his house, and the
house makes the man. The impression of Hubert’s outdated conservatism
is inculcated in this comparison and fortified since we do not get to
observe Hubert’s presumed castle at all. Though more indulgent than feisty
Hubert, Stefan has also more authority and prominence, as is later confirmed in Hubert’s frightful crawling to his enormously high throne.
Moreover, similar to Cinderella’s King, Hubert is an autocrat and lacks a
spouse. Stefan, on the other hand, treats his wife with loving caresses and
importantly, allows her feminized space in the domestic, royal environment. For instance, when Maleficent addresses Stefan in the film’s opening
scene, she is replied by the queen. Yet the incident does not bother the
king the least, which adds to an impression of his firm rule and strong
self-image.
The toasting scene’s setting is dominated by the horizontal line of the
dinner table on which the extrinsically self-assured, gleeful Hubert feasts on
as a royal guest. For most of the scene, he stands behind the table, being
consumed by the similar-colored blue heraldic tapestry and red tablecloth.
Stefan, on the other hand, wistfully observes the landscape from the balcony, his figure discernibly visible, the kings’ opposite relationships with
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the environment enforcing their identities. Discreet Stefan, not in the
mood for gluttony, wisely foresees threats from which to shelter and does
not hide, whilst impulsive Hubert solely trusts in his existing authority and
privilege, being blinded by them. Thus, the initial set-up builds a contrast
between calm yet alert defensiveness, and restless dabbling not understanding the social and political, far-reaching significance of a stable domestic
environment: for instance, the marriage arrangement is not made by
chance, but to make the two kingdoms more powerful to face any impending dangers. Because of Stefan’s less dominant presence it is easy for
Hubert to overtake his space by grabbing Stefan by the arm or pushing
him with his giant belly – to which Stefan sophisticatedly reacts by first fixing his crown. Above all, Stefan maintains a solid public image of himself,
despite his harsh experiences. He is also modernly humane in considering
Aurora’s sentiments, who is only about to learn she is a princess, and compassionate about seeing her again after sixteen years. Offended Hubert
begins to assault thoughtful Stefan for attempting to decelerate their plans,
emerges from behind the table – “For honor! For country!” – and charges
him from the direction where Stefan previously glared at. For another foreshadowing, the two kings grab weapons – Hubert a fish for a sword, Stefan
a tray for a shield – which will be required in the film’s final battle. The
kings’ argument ends in a humoristic compromise: gentle Stefan, finally
accepting Hubert’s castle plans for the pair, establishes softer features of
domesticity by announcing to “have the royal woodcarvers start work on
the cradle tomorrow.” He thus sees the strength of the future fortress first
and foremost in familial values, which eventually lead to steady and lasting
defense, rather than in battling for a battle’s sake. With a similar certainty
to Cinderella’s King, they agree their children are bound to fall in love with
each other.
Of the two implied role models of domestic masculinity, Stefan seems to
have more prominent, though indirect impact, which comes across through
Prince Phillip’s rebelling against his father Hubert and the prince’s subsequent success in defending Stefan’s castle. When Phillip arrives to tell
Hubert that he is going to marry a peasant girl instead of having the preorganized marriage, he first marvels how they are living in the fourteenth
century, giving the fantasy feature a specific historical timeline, after which
he adequately claims Hubert is “living in the past.” The comment cleverly
insinuates, that the medieval fourteenth century – with its age-old genderbased stereotypes of damsels in distress and knights in shining armor – is
progressive. Set considerably further in the past than the previous features
discussed, the self-assertive encounter allows for new readings of the film’s
conceptions of family contra youth culture. The conversation is modern,
yet simultaneously historical from the audience’s perspective. That the
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tagline does not challenge the conventional understanding of gender roles
seals their traditionality but simultaneously announces them to be ahead of
their time. The result, in its evident comicality, echoes the pervasive interest in the formation of nuclear family, which was new and progressive but
also controversially presented as traditional. Again, Hubert’s backwardness
in attitude is emphasized with the setting. Unlike Stefan, Hubert mourningly lets his emotions flow, and does not control his temper: he does not
know how to manage this secret disgrace. His inconvenience is emphasized
when he sits on the stairs, which now appear enormous in comparison to
his size, the infinite horizontal lines similar to the table scene again mocking his billowy shape.
Yet Phillip’s brief mentioning of a peasant girl is later revealed to be a
misunderstanding, and the girl Aurora. Because of this narrative structure,
the evil does not nest in the gimmicks of the juvenile generation, but is
instead indefinite, and more importantly, an uninvited guest threatening
the whole country, and to whose defeat the young generation – new families – are necessarily needed. Comprehending this makes Stefan the more
successful ruler of the two. In the final scene of the two kings, Hubert is
but stupefied of the turn of events, yet ready to learn, and falls silent and
halts. In comparison, depicted proud on his throne with his wife by his
side, the ominous castle setting replenishes Stefan as a larger-than-lifefather, whose intellect lies in calmness, adaptability and trust, never losing
his face. As Aurora finally meets her parents, the cyclical, generational distance is again highlighted, and Stefan and the queen are ready to let their
daughter go again since Philip, similar to Stefan, has proved his capability
of defending – his future wife and family, hence the domestic space, and
his country.
Conclusion

In summary, for Disney feature animation the 1950s was an intriguing
period of a growing interest in the narrative prospects of the setting, best
illustrated in the investment on vast, more stylized backgrounds. This was
not unheard of in popular entertainment, since in contemporary science,
education and subsequently, art, the concepts of spatiality and environment
became instruments with which to discuss, explain and process the postwar
societal changes. Above all, such narratives aimed to integrate domesticity
to become an internal function of the new social environments – especially,
suburbs – and then proudly traditionalize these surroundings as the cornerstones of the American culture. In the heart of the idea of domesticity was
family, soon titled ‘nuclear’ to determine the family locus also as a political
value, and thus to establish its maintenance as a necessity for a stable,
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secure future in the Cold War context. Reading the discussed Disney features from the contemporary Americanized perspective was keenly encouraged through various visual cues in the setting, such as implementing the
art style of traditional American regionalism in the backgrounds. The
theme of traditionalizing was also strongly present through implanting and
visualizing hints of modern cultural changes, such as baby boom and the
evolvement of the youth culture, into past environments.
The societal changes defining family and home did not come across
uncomplicated in the individual experience. The pressure on domesticity
and conformity and the novel devotion to fatherhood challenged the earlier
conceptions of manhood in an emasculating manner, which inspired various contradictive depictions in cinema. To then traditionalize a man’s role
within the family space, historicity, connected with a sentimentalized, localized mode of presentation, was adapted to mark the inviolability and
solemnity of the new nationalistic domestic values, in which a father’s fortified post within the family dynamics and hierarchy was considered as
necessary to the societal order. This trend was also present in the contemporary Disney animated features, which constantly established connections
between the thematic elements of historicity, fatherhood, and domesticity.
Namely, the worlds these feature backgrounds depicted conveyed idealized
images of past Western societies instantly recognizable as societies administered by men (Louis XIV’s France, Victorian England, turn-of-the-century
America, late medieval Europe), the implicated power of fatherhood residing in the historical settings.
Yet the father characters within these environments do not come across as
insurmountable, but surprisingly humane with their troubles reflecting contemporary anxieties. They are restless or uneasy, often angry or violent and
struggle to control their temper (Cinderella’s King, George Darling, King
Hubert). They have their doubts of submitting to family responsibilities
(George Darling, Tramp) and worry about their children’s input in the familial,
generational continuity (Cinderella’s King, King Hubert, King Stefan). Though
during the war years surrogate fatherhood was accepted and common (Isoj€arvi
2019, 50), because of single-family domesticity, in the 1950s also biological
fatherhood and inheritance became signifiers of a personal success. The older
the depicted father characters are, the more eager they are to step aside, to
allow their children to continue their family heritage. The younger to-be
fathers, in comparison, have a wondrous bliss ahead of them: the freedom to
choose this privileged life in this wealthy environment, and continue the tradition. In its importance, the domestic space occasionally frustrates or terrifies
these father characters (George Darling, Tramp), they strive to fit into it
(Cinderella’s King, King Hubert), yet they recognize the need to defend it
(King Stefan). Above all, they all value or learn to value family in such a
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manner that eventually they have no options but to trust in its constancy: once
they have been initiated into this domestic environment, it becomes all they
have and all they must fight for; their territorial universe.
Louis Althusser has famously argued that ideology represents “the
imaginary relation of [ … ] individuals to the real relations in which they
live” (Althusser 1971, 165) – how an individual sees himself and how he
prefers to define his role within the society. Disney’s dual narrative of
combining contemporary characters with historical settings reflected and
aimed to resolve father’s complicated role in the postwar American family: a democratic but ruling family head submitting to conformity but
demonstrating non-conformist masculinity. The dual narrative’s construction of historical memory and family values pointed beyond the past
while remaining solidly within it (Pugh and Aronstein 2012, 3). Rather
than relying on the trope of masculinity untamed by civilization – “when
men were men” – the presentation painted fatherhood as an intellectual
state intrinsic to the American culture, thus also elevating the position of
paternal masculinity from Victorian domesticity and its sexual division of
labor. For popular audience, these films made by a national institution
(Allan 1999, xiii), Disney, constructed subjects worthy of their cosmic
national destiny within the discursive limits of contemporary family life,
subsequently also creating "properly gendered workers and consumers"
(Pugh and Aronstein 2012, 62).
Notes
1. I will henceforth use his full name Walter Disney to distinguish the man from
the company.
2. Here Sammond refers to Middletown: A Study in Modern American Culture by Robert
Staughton Lynd and Helen Merrell Lynd, published in 1929. One of the most famous
sociological case studies investigated the white community of Muncie, Indiana and
endeavoured to grasp “generic Americanness”. The work was later criticized for its vast
ambiguity. (Sammond 135–194)
3. Image composition based on contrasting areas of light and dark, the practice developed
during Renaissance. (Maclean 83).
4. The conservative stance toward masculinity required dissociation from any emotional
inclination and attractive looks subject to objectifying. The prince was problematic,
because he was to be beautiful and make his choices according to love rather than
reason, both traits, which the films’ pervasive ideology did not recognize as masculine.
5. At the time of the film’s release.
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